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There are those things you think
There are those things you believe
And THEN,
there are the things you KNOW
You think something makes sense so you try it.
Sometimes you succeed, sometimes you fail. Then there
are those things you know. From hundreds of
experiences. You do them and good things happen. You
skip them and bad things happen, Every time. You may
not totally understand. But, like gravity, as long as you
acknowledge them, you won’t fall off the cliff.

After 30 years working with small businesses to
improve their marketing,
these are the things I KNOW.
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#1 It’s simpler than you think
Get sales back on track. Improve your website. Fix your message. Find more customers. All
tough issues. Which typically means the solution is probably complicated or complex. Right?
After all, if smart people like you haven’t been able to solve it, it’s because the answer is too
complex. In my experience it’s just the opposite. The marketing problems I see are simpler
than you think they should be. Simple doesn’t mean easy. It means not complex. If the
marketing problem you’re facing seems complex, go one level below the complexity, as many
times as necessary, until you can state the problem simply. Chances are good THAT is the
problem. All the marketing problems I’ve seen can be put into just a few categories.

Trust me, the nuances in each category can be real beefy!
But the problems I’ve seen are not complex:
People don’t understand why what you sell is better. Or more likely, they don’t understand
early enough in the decision cycle to make a difference.
Your message sounds like everybody else’s message.
You aren’t reaching enough of the right people with your message.
You aren’t reaching enough of the right people with your message often enough.
No congruency. A little bit of this from two years ago, a facelift over there six months ago,
a new brochure last month and nothing really fits together.
You simply aren’t doing enough to break through. Or you just stopped.
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#1 It’s simpler than you think
A technology company started up around a patented manufacturing process that was unique.
It allowed the manufacture of their product, carriers for processing silicon wafers, to custom
specs in low quantities. Instead of having to order dozens of custom carriers to get a
reasonable price, they could sell you five custom-made carriers for the same per piece price
you were paying for 48. At several thousand dollars each, this was an advantage for my
client and something they translated into impressive sales growth. Until their growth slowed.

Over time

The problem I found:
Over time they had muddled their message,

they had

making them sound like all their competitors,

muddled

all of which were far better known and funded

their message,

making them
sound like
all their competitors

than them. In conversations with customers
they kept saying the same thing: they bought
because they could get custom-spec carriers
in low quantities at standard prices. Over time,
the client had added layer upon layer to their
message until the thing that made them

unique became one of seven bullet points in their literature, website and sales presentations.
With the other six bullet points also available from better known, better funded competitors.
We simplified their message (custom-spec carriers in low quantities at standard prices) and,
as if by magic, sales started growing again. Simple.
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#1 It’s simpler than you think
This one almost doesn’t seem fair it was so simple. A for-profit university for working adults
wanted a marketing plan that would drive growth at their out-of-state campuses. I found the
campuses that did the best had either signage on their buildings visible from a major freeway
and/or they were led by a business executive, not someone from the academic side.

My Recommendations
Move to buildings that allow signage and face a major freeway; and hire branch managers,
not deans, to run the campuses. Duh!! Right? They did, and had a happy ending.
If I had only bought the stock!

My experience after almost three
decades solving marketing problems
for small businesses
Your problems and the related solutions are
simpler than you think. Simple doesn’t mean
easy. It means not complex. If the marketing
problem you’re facing seems complex, go one
level below the complexity, as many times as
necessary, until you can state the problem

Go one level below
the complexity,
as many times as
necessary,

until you can state
the problem
simply.

simply.
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#2 Failure is underrated
I have failed more than you ever will. Don’t be afraid to fail. Don’t let it slow you down or stop
you. Learn from it. We’re launching marketing campaigns. A LOT and not all of them work.
Here’s the important thing. When you fail, you learn. If you’re paying attention and haven’t
“bet the ranch” on a campaign, the only way you can fail is by not taking the next step.

If it fails, not everything about it failed.
Were you talking to the right people?

Keep

Did you talk to enough people?

the things
that work and

fix the things
that don’t.

Was your call to action appropriate?
Was your call to action obvious?!
Was your call to action interesting?
Keep the things that work and fix the things
that don’t. Don’t be afraid to fail. Fear slows
you down. Ask the questions, learn and keep
moving forward.
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#3 Marketing is important, and it’s all marketing
Marketing isn’t something you and your salespeople do and your accounting and shipping
people don’t do. It’s ALL marketing. Everything everybody does is marketing. And the key is it
needs to be congruent with who you are.
Store owners know this;
they see it everyday when people walk
through their front door. Whether they’re
Cosco or Tiffany’s, everything needs to be
consistent (congruent) with that image.
When do people first “walk into your
store?” Where’s your “front door”:
website, ad, tradeshow, phone call? You
may have more than one front door. And

Everybody
should understand
how they impact

a customer’s
experience.

when do people leave your store?
After the invoice is paid? In a year when they call accounting with a question? You are
responsible for creating the type of experience you want customers to have. Everybody
should understand how they impact a customer’s experience. And everything you say needs
to speak from the same voice and look like it came from the same company. Think Ikea.
Have you ever walked into an Ikea store?
For me, it’s like being in church (a noisy one, but church all the same).
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#3 Marketing is important, and it’s all marketing
Your marketing?
It’s everything
you don’t think
is your marketing,

plus

From how the merchandise is displayed and
how the carts are dispensed (my favorite
part!) to the assembly instructions - perfect
marketing harmony. Think Apple. From their
ads to their design, stores (retail and online),
packaging and products; perfect marketing
harmony. Congruence. Both companies
understand marketing is important and it’s all

your marketing.

marketing. Your marketing? It’s everything you
don’t think is your marketing, plus your
marketing.

Make sure it all fits together.
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#4 Ask your customers
This could be the most important thing I know.
If you have questions about what to do next -how to change, how to jump-start sales -- ask
your customers. I always do.

A pool remodeling contractor with a
patent-pending process
Their customers told me a lot of things.
They gave lots of reasons why they
selected my client, none had to do with the

They had to hang
on

for dear life
to
handle
the growth.

patent-pending process.
All led back to trust and comfort; feeling they could trust that the contractor was telling them
the truth about something they didn’t understand very well, and that the contractor would
stand behind their work (something nobody around here takes for granted, especially from
pool contractors). We focused all their marketing around building trust as a result.
Homeowners responded and the contractor did great work and stood behind every job. They
had to hang on for dear life to handle the growth.
It was amazing.
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#4 Ask your customers

Ask open ended

questions

Ask open ended questions
(How they looked for a company like yours, what they were looking for, their decision
process, their concerns/ questions, their expectations around how they would find a
company like yours).

Then shut up, except to say things like
What do you mean by that; give me an example. Talk to at least five. Recent customers who
represent the type of customer you want more of are best. Don’t talk to favorite customers
because you think they’ll have the best perspective. Wrong. They love you. I don’t want to
talk to them and neither should you. At its best, asking customers uncovers exactly what to
do. At its worst (Very worst!) they give you clues that can lead to good ideas about what’s
important to them, how to say it and the process they prefer using to find your product.
Not a bad downside, eh?!
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#5 Increase the number of times you contact people
There are dozens of reasons why people
are too busy or stressed to engage with your

Make
the numbers

work
for you.

message when you send it. So, send it often.
You also know this, but too few owners act on
it. They send a mailing or place an ad when
they should be send one mailing per month for
five months. Reach out to prospects a second
time and the chances your message gets
through increases 100%. Reach out a third
time and your chances increase 200%.
And so on.
Make the numbers work for you.
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#6 Increase the number of people you contact
Marketing is many wonderful things.
The physics of marketing breaks down into
some fundamental elements. One, the old
cliché, “It’s a numbers game,” is true.
Increase your contacts. Increase the number
of people you mail to, email to, attract to your
website, whatever, and two things happen.
Both good. First, you increase the odds your
message hits someone when they need what

you start
the numbers
working
for you,

not against you.

you sell.
This is obvious. Second, and not so obvious, you start the numbers working for you, not
against you. What I mean by that is sometimes I see numbers so small I know a response
just isn’t going to happen. Owners complain that mailings don’t work, for example. I check
their website traffic and find they’re at 200 unique visitors a month. If you have a.
5% conversion rate of traffic to leads from your website and your closing rate is 10%,
nothing’s going to happen if you’re attracting 200 unique visitors a month.
Do the math.
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#7 Marketing has its Tests
Real Estate has its 3 Ls

Marketing

Location,location, location.
Marketing has its 3Ts: Test, test, test. If there
are 20,000 dentists in your target area and

has
its 3Ts:

Test, test, test.

you sell to dentists, test on 5,000 of them. And
test again. Remember, no more of this “Oh
we tried _______ and it doesn’t work.” Right?
What was it about__that worked and didn’t
work? Fix what didn’t work, do more of what
did. Why?

Because there are many moving parts to each marketing effort you undertake. Was the
audience right? What about your timing? What was the call to action? Was your message
clear? An owner invited us into his company in desperation. He had a tiny but interesting
niche. His company sends horticulturalists to care for patio home yards. They don’t mow.
They trim, feed and educate. They don’t come weekly. They come four times a year. They
don’t charge $125 a month for weekly visits. They charge $125 per visit.
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#7 Marketing has its Tests
They had just sent a postcard without much response, so when I suggested we test the
postcard again he simply rolled his eyes and shook his head. We already tried that! I gave
my what - was - it - about - the - postcard - mailing - that - worked - and - didn’t - work
speech. Then I suggested we test a different message and different list (the two things I felt
were weak).
Desperation always increases one’s openness
to new approaches, so he agreed to another
test.

Desperation
always

To the casual observer the postcard
didn’t change much
We increased its size, same image on the
front but we added a headline, and we
expanded the message on the back. The big
change was the list. He had sent to zip codes

increases
one’s openness to

new
approaches

with a high incidence of patio homes.
We found a list of patio homes. He attracted more new clients in the three months he sent the
new postcards than he had the previous two years. What might just one more test hold for
you?
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#8 Find your story
If asking your customers is the most important thing I know, I’ve learned finding your story is
the toughest thing you can do. Your story is that thing that is unique to you, that
communicates why you’re different in a way that’s important to your target customer.
No simple task, this finding your story business! Some call it branding, and branding is part of
your story but only a part.
Some people call it your brand essence. That’s closer.
Start by describing your company. Make sure you ask your customers too.
Then strip away everything that isn’t unique you.

Branding
Company

Product

Story

Customer
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#8 Find your story

,
,

When I stood up to a bully in the fourth grade I
knew then I wanted to be a lawyer and stand
up to companies that bully people.
Plaintiff’s Personal Injury Attorney

We bet our pensions we could care for our
users better than any other company. That’s
our commitment to support.
Forensic laboratory case management software

SmallBusiness
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#9 Tell a story
Stories are
the root unit of
how

Business management and a best
seller
You know the difference between a text book
about business management and a best
seller like Good to Great, The Tipping Point or

we communicate and
understand
each other.

Who Moved My Cheese? Text books explain,
best sellers tell stories. Stories are the root
unit of how we communicate and understand
each other. It’s been this way since we drew
on cave walls and huddled around campfires.

Campfires were replaced by front porches, then by town squares, then radio and TV.
Now, the internet. But two things remain the same: human nature and stories. Human
communication may change, but human nature does not. Better to tell a story about how your
company helped a customer strip away 30% of their IT costs and boost productivity 20% than
the same crap: our end-to-end infrastructure solution leverages real-time data management
to drive productivity gains throughout the enterprise. Which is does a better job
communicating my talent as a copywriter: I’ve been writing and testing direct response copy
in virtually every medium for almost three decades.
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#9 Tell a story
A client received a telephone call two days
after sending one of my prospecting
letters. It was from Colleen Barrett, President
of Southwest Airlines. She said, I received
your letter and want to schedule a business
writing class (the thing the letter was selling).
My client was caught off guard, but managed
to ask what additional information she
needed; a proposal, a price quote? No, she

Use your stories.

Persuade
and
engage.
Don’t explain.

said, if you can teach my customer relations
people how to write like this letter,
we can surely agree on a price that will work for both of us. You have the same type of
stories that demonstrate the key things that make you unique, that make up your story. Use
them. Persuade and engage. Don’t explain.
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#10 You don’t have to know exactly where you’re going
before you start. Just start.
Don’t have a 50-page marketing plan?
No worries, you know you want to increase sales, so, just start. Five years ago this wasn’t
very good advice. But since then a very interesting thing has happened to marketing: the
internet took over and changed the way we approach marketing. It has made the test, test,
test process (Key No.6) easier than it’s ever been. Compare changing an Adwords ad, the
keywords you bid on and your landing page text to changing a postcard or magazine ad.

Put something out
there on the net
and refine

it based on
real feedback from
prospects

This has allowed a monumental shift
We used to spend weeks or months
coming up with and refining ideas BEFORE
we launched them. Then, each time we
wanted to make changes, more weeks. . .
Now, the better strategy is to put something
out there on the net and refine it based on real
feedback from prospects. They either
respond to your message, your price, your
benefits, etc., or they don’t.

Then, change it and change it and change it based on how people are engaging (or not engaging) with your campaign. The feedback will lead you to your destination.
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#10 You don’t have to know exactly where you’re going
before you start. Just start.

To

Summarize. . .

Ask your customers
Test. Don’t be afraid to fail. Increase the number of people you contact and the
number of times you contact them. Engage people with stories; find yours. It’s simpler
than you think. You don’t have to know exactly where you want to go before you start.
Just start. And it’s all marketing.

Where does this leave you?!
Maybe you know most of this already. Maybe not.
No matter. What matters is you act on something.
Start the change now.
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4 Ways to Small Business Marketing Success

‘

Use me as your Virtual Director of Marketing and get your

I’m good at
a lot
of things...

marketing back on track and producing results. Fast.
No long-term commitments. You’d love to hire a Director

mar eting

k

‘

is not
one of them

It’s what I do. . .allow me

VIRTUAL Director of Marketing? Someone who brings new
ideas, steers you clear of mistakes, maximizes the impact of
the dollars you spend? But without the overhead.

Virtual Director of Marketing...

We believe, right now, people like you need people like

Sales are

us more than ever. . . We believe the solution is something

fal ing
l

called a Marketing Strategy Check-Up. This is a three-week

and I can’t
figure out why

‘

‘

of Marketing, but it doesn’t make sense. So how about a

I’ll figure it out

process designed to uncover what about your marketing is
working, what’s not, give you a sense of what your customers
are thinking and, from all this, create a path forward. This is
not a full-blown marketing plan that looks out 12 months with
multiple strategies and budget.
Marketing Check-up...
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4 Ways to Small Business Marketing Success
Our
website’s
not

or sales it generates – not how it looks. Which should

ting

U

attra

I focus on how a website performs — how many leads

‘

‘

We don’t build websites, we operate websites.

customers...
We can fix it

‘

leads or sales.

It’s a very simple thing to create an Adwords campaign

A

that generates visitors. It’s not so simple to turn traffic into

dwords

‘

work

website and are wondering why it still isn’t generating

Website Audit & Improvement...

Google

doesn’t

be good news if you finally have a professional looking

I can change that

customers. I turn traffic into customers. Which, remember, is
the whole point of your Adwords investment – customers, not
just visitors. Because Adwords didn’t work doesn’t mean it
doesn’t work.

Search Engine Marketing
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